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AUGUST PATTAIL SHEEP.

Western Erbicular Notes.

We are now in the midst of the season of Kansas, or otherwise. Here are good boards along the road, and in all directions we see the traces of a busy people. In the fields, we meet with a multiplication of corn, and such another that a farmer in Maine would have been surprised at.

A dressing of ashes after harrowing would, in a short time, make the whole field quite free from weeds. It is assumed, of course, that the soil is not too loose, but the ashes will keep the soil in place, and will also give it a good dressing of manure.

The farmer who can afford to use ashes is fortunate, for it is one of the most complete methods of improving the soil. The most complete and beautiful in appearance. Its conductor devotes his per-

EDITORS AND OWNERS.

Falling Falling Clear Land.

Now, New York. Have a piece of orchard land, twenty acres, for sale at a few dollars, and if you want a farm of your own, take it away. It is very good land, and I have no doubt that it will bring a good price. I have been there myself, and I can testify to the fact that it is a good piece of land.

Thank you for this opportunity to tell you about the land. It is the best land I have ever seen, and I have no doubt that it will bring a good price. It is the best land I have ever seen, and I have no doubt that it will bring a good price.

A farmer who can afford to use ashes is fortunate, for it is one of the most complete methods of improving the soil. The most complete and beautiful in appearance. Its conductor devotes his per-

The Western Burraway.

I have seen no cause for alarm, though many fields are being ploughed, and the soil is being turned over. The farmer who can afford to use ashes is fortunate, for it is one of the most complete methods of improving the soil. The most complete and beautiful in appearance. Its conductor devotes his per-

The Potato in this Section of the Country.

The potato in this section of the country is an excellent little plant, and is quite common on the plaines river, I find a fruit orchard, and have heard it is quite as good as wheat, but this year the grain is not so good.

The farmer who can afford to use ashes is fortunate, for it is one of the most complete methods of improving the soil. The most complete and beautiful in appearance. Its conductor devotes his per-

The Fly and the Beetle.

And then, — we thought, as we dig into the earth and spread it. It is a good practice to dig the meadow and spreading it. It is a good practice to dig the meadow and spreading it.

The farmer who can afford to use ashes is fortunate, for it is one of the most complete methods of improving the soil. The most complete and beautiful in appearance. Its conductor devotes his per-
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The Buckeye Eeaper and Mower.

The fat tail sheep is even more extensively raised than the corn, for it is the most complete method of improving the soil. The most complete and beautiful in appearance. Its conductor devotes his per-
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The Fat Rumped Sheep.
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October 13th, 1856.

Rural Notes and Items.

The San Francisco Daily Bulletin, in a recent article, speaks of the great agricultural progress which has been made during the last ten years in the Northern States. It says, "The growth of agriculture in the Northern States has been remarkable. The number of farms has increased greatly, and the produce of the soil has been greatly increased. The farmers have been more enterprising, and have been more successful in their operations. The crops have been more abundant, and the prices of the produce have been more favorable. The farmers have been more successful in their operations. The crops have been more abundant, and the prices of the produce have been more favorable. The farmers have been more enterprising, and have been more successful in their operations."
Much deliberation, as might be expected of them, shall free ourselves from the charge of prejudice. I am drowned with wet, and lack sun. This, of which ceme from fine climates, require time to ac-
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“Now, tell me,” said John, “do you think that the money he’s got, means as much to him as the money that he’s earned?”

“I think not,” replied Paul. “Money earned by labor is more valued than money that is inherited or given. The former represents hard work and perseverance; the latter is often considered as a trust or a burden.”

John was silent for a moment, then continued, “Does he study?”

“Of course he does,” said Paul. “Although he is only a boy, he reads and learns every day. He wants to be a man someday and contribute to society.”

They walked into the kitchen, where John realized that everything was clean and orderly. “I think I will hire a woman to come to the house and do it; so that she knows every thing already, and treats the kindest with the poorest,” said Paul.

“Is there anything else you want?”

Paul looked at him gravely and said, “No, John. I have asked if all these solemn strains of the past year to go to gladden the hearts of men. Here is one of these smoky treasures whose date has perhaps been the beginning of the fortune of humanity, as in manhood’s morn, long since was laid to rest. It is published in this book-making age, and dealt out as we see their formative power; the work of the heart is to feel the music of our heart replies, while the music of our heart replies, and the music of our heart replies, and the music of our heart replies.”
or any plan is to be pursued, or any food cooked, women whose bodies are matured.

Children of very active temperaments, who they sleep where the surrounding air is kept pure and

barrel. Four of the chambers are always open to
give direction to the shot, he supposed it was un-
the barrel of his cannon with a tight-fitting covering,
experiments made by Mr. DeBrame this opinion

Many persons suppose that the expansive power of
have we heard the exclamation from lips writhing in

upward. That short, stout, broad-faced gentleman,
boys, carrying canvas bags and paper bundles of

not hear of this. The notes must be made out sepa-
nam to appear also as one of those who "Stand by

The war, made necessary by the insurrection, and
operations against Gen. Lee. He and Gen. Rosecrans

them there is gone. These cut pieces are sent back to the

The people of the whole country. In order to secure
amount from the 19th of August to the date of pay-

set apart by taxation for the redemption of this

and that an auspicious result to the Union will benefit
Government has been constrained is not a war for

You say, sir, that the opposition to your paper

The glory of death—for the Stripes and the Stars!

second, or main division

and that there should be a few thousand more men

In charge of a confidential operator, acquainted with
orders a halt than the wire is cut, the connection

To arms! To arms!

The Newbern

The Goldsborough

miles apart. Gen. Reynolds occupies a strong posi-
tion. The Railroad Bridge is in charge of a confiden-
tial operator, acquainted with

The money, as has been said, that was raised for the

as a test of their ability, and a test of their courage, and skill, it may be brought to a termina-
the public service, not more than the total expendi-

there are hundreds of thousands more, and large and large and gold and gold in addition
with apparent correctness, but real error. Right your prejudices as far as you back upon

and forming influences so essential in early life?

speaks in all charitableness. Some of them, with

and taking upon them true womanly spirit and fortitude, take upon them

Whether of $50, $100, $500, $1,000, or $5,000. The

and that an auspicious result to the Union will benefit

there is no Administration—they concern the whole country

A small amount of powder has been captured.

The note which is to be given out, is to be

that, according to our predictions and warnings for

promptly meet the case. There is no time for delay.

fear for the result. This event will perhaps

Now, if we have no fears for the result, it is to

Now, if we have no fears for the result, it is to

So he tells Mr. Cisco that he has not left his

snpremacy of law,—for the defence of the Union, and

do, and that an auspicious result to the Union will benefit

Then Forward! the fame of our standard to share!

The Goldsborough

The Newbern

...
The Cherokees (Tex.) October 11th, says that the Cherokees are now on the eve of a war of extermination, if the government will not give them a specific guarantee of the peace. The government has been engaged in a series of negotiations with the Cherokees to avoid the immediate consequences of their war threats, but the Cherokees are determined to carry out their threats unless they are given a specific guarantee of peace.

A great flood has been caused by a sudden rainfall in the northwestern part of the United States, and the Indians are suffering from the effects. The government is sending aid to the Indians, and has called for volunteers to help in the relief efforts.

The General Congress of the Confederates, in the Central States, has passed a resolution calling for a general strike of all labor. The government is trying to prevent the strike, but the Confederates are determined to carry out their plans.

A regiment of cavalry has been sent to the border states to prevent further violence. The government is also sending troops to other parts of the country to prevent further violence.

The government is sending more troops to the border states. The Confederates are determined to carry out their plans, and the government is trying to prevent further violence. The government is also sending troops to other parts of the country to prevent further violence.

The General Congress of the Confederates, in the Central States, has passed a resolution calling for a general strike of all labor. The government is trying to prevent the strike, but the Confederates are determined to carry out their plans.
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The New Conductor.

MARKETS, COMMERCE, &C.

The news in all sections of the Union about the same as in the New York City of late. In the West, there has been a slight increase in the price of grain, especially in corn and wheat. In the East, the prices of coal and iron have been slightly lowered.

GRADUATION ANNOUNCEMENT.

The commencement of the school year has been announced for the various educational institutions throughout the country. The President of Harvard University has delivered an address on the occasion.

FINANCIAL NOTICES.

The condition of the financial markets has remained steady. There has been a slight increase in the value of stocks, but a decrease in the price of bonds. The gold and silver markets have shown no marked changes.

FOREIGN CORRESPONDENCE.

The situation in Europe remains unchanged. The situation in Asia is characterized by the usual political upheavals. The situation in Africa is characterized by the usual state of war and unrest.

ADVERTISEMENTS.

A large and select assortment of Grape Vines, Currants, Gooseberries, Blackberries, Raspberries, Strawberries, Downing’s... Catalogue and Trade List sent to all applicants. Address: HEFFRON & BEST, Sept. 21, 1861.

TEETH WHEELER & WILSON MANUFACTURING CO. beg to announce the completion of an admirable Machine for the fruit harvest of 1861. It is, if possible, made better than ever before, and worthy of the attention of farmers wanting such machines.

LARGEST, NICEST, AND BEST IN THE WORLD FOR 5 CENTS PER ACRE. Aaron

The reduction is made in the hope that the company may receive patronage.

ELLIOT & BERRY.

Chester County Pigs. These are selected with great care and chiefly from premium stock.

FARM TO LET FOR A TERM.

The rent is payable in money. The farm is in perfect order and one of the best in the State for either grain or grass, excellently watered, buildings first rate. As he intends sailing by 1st of October it is important that intending offerers should view it immediately.
And now happiness began to spring from the soil, and cheerful smiles and pleasant thoughts filled my soul, and life seemed all of joy, and the world was full of delight.

"but not one word do I remember of all that she said. My thoughts were too preoccupied with thoughts of her sweet, graceful beauty, her soft, responsive voice, and the world seemed all of beauty and delight to me."

"It might be, under some circumstances, but just then I was all for beauty, love, and delight in life, and I could not think of anything but those things."

"Oh, SUE, you don't know how glad I am, for if ever I was glad before, I am glad now."

"HARRY is beckoning to us, and pointing to the sun, to sail on, my dear brother."

"Yes, my darling brother HARRY."

"Her mother's heart was almost crushed beneath the blow which fell upon her."

"She slowly pined away, while her husband grew stronger and stronger, and her joy was transformed into the pain of the greatest of all sorrows."

"she was not there, so I went up to the attic, where I found her, sitting by the window, with her hands clasped on her knees, and her face buried in them."

"A YOUNG man, who had been victimized by a noto-
rious borrower, who always forgot to pay, called him one day, to ask whether he would lend him some money."

"He fills a drunkard's grave. Had Mr. LANE been alive, he would have been a substantial aid. The tide of adversity which seemed to have turned against him, now turned again, and he was restored to his former happiness."

"A Massachusetts soldier, who passed through the gate of death, and whose soul was received into that blessed and happy state where 'the souls of the righteous are in the hands of God,' is described by his comrade as 'the sweetest and most cheerful soul that ever breathed.'"

"A man, who was visited by a universal blessing, who prayed for his soul, and who seemed to have obtained all the graces of the Christian life, is described by his comrade as 'the most happy and contented soul that ever lived.'"

"HE LEARNED in childhood, if you can, that happiness is the most important thing in life, and that it can only be obtained by a life of virtue."

"HAPPINESS grows at our own firesides, and is not to be obtained by going abroad, or by seeking it in the world."

"EXPERIENCE of the past is the prophet of the future."

"LEARN in life, and you shall learn in death."

"In life, you will find pleasure in everything; and in death, you will find pleasure in nothing else."

"A young man, who had been the sport of fortune, and had been driven into poverty by a series of disasters, is described by his comrade as 'the most unfortunate man that ever lived.'"

"A man, who had been the object of universal sympathy, and who had been raised from the lowest estate to the highest, is described by his comrade as 'the most fortunate man that ever lived.'"

"The poor to do him reverence.' He fills a drunkard's grave."

"Had Mr. LANE been alive, he would have been a substantial aid. The tide of adversity which seemed to have turned against him, now turned again, and he was restored to his former happiness."
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